USB Cable

Waxy

temperature is reached.

heat up. The "    " will keep blinking until the set

4.Hold the Power Button for 3 Seconds to turn

Power Button

Timer

Button

NOTE!

before its first use. (with the charging cable for at least 6 hours

DISCLAIMER

button at the same time for 2 seconds.

CHARGING

and 10 minutes, hold the Power button and " +"

8.To toggle the auto-shutoff timer between 5

humidity scales, hold the Power button

PLANT MATERIAL.

fines, penalties, and/or imprisonment under the

use of this device could subject the user to

heavy machinery.

when restarted.)

automatically remember your last setting

health problems, consult your doctor before

diseases or other conditions. If you have any

Timer

Battery

Waxy Cap

Cleaner Tool

Cleaning Brush

Mouthpiece

Cup

Mouthpiece

XMAX CONTENTS

XMAX OVERVIEW

Cleaner Tool

Cleaning Brush

Mouthpiece

Cup

CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE

1. To clean the mouthpiece, use a cotton swab

inner part of the mouthpiece, then wipe again

after every use with the supplied brush.

wipe down the chamber and the mouthpiece

POLISH TOOLS

CLEANING

/ AND MAINTENANCE

1. Repair the product defect

2. Exchange the product with a new or

functionally equivalent product
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